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Introduction 
 
Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) programs generally reassure former 
combatants that they will be reintegrated, not punished. Post-genocide Rwanda provides a 
remarkable counterexample, where DDR has largely succeeded despite the ongoing threat of 
criminal prosecution. Most of the combatants who fought on the side of the genocidal forces have 
been demobilized and reintegrated over the last twelve years. In 2002, Rwanda launched the most 
ambitious transitional justice measure ever attempted: 11,000 community courts (gacaca) to try 
lower-level genocide suspects. Nearly 800,000 Rwandans—one-fifth of the adult population—have 
been accused before these courts, including some high-ranking officers who were integrated into the 
new military. 
  
When I conducted fieldwork for this paper,1 I expected to find gacaca disrupting the demobilization 
and reintegration of combatants who had fought on the side of the genocidal forces in several ways. 
First, genocide survivors, who have yet to receive any government reparations, might level 
accusations against demobilized combatants, who had received relatively generous DDR packages. 
Second, gacaca might undermine the fairly successful reintegration of those combatants. Finally, 
gacaca might dissuade armed combatants in Congo still fighting under the former genocidal 
leadership from disarming and repatriating. To my surprise, these anticipated, negative effects of 
gacaca did not appear to be happening.2 None of the people I interviewed had heard about gacaca 
accusations against demobilized ex-combatants. None of the reintegrated ex-combatants I 
interviewed expressed any concerns about being accused in gacaca. None of the newly returned ex-
combatants from Congo I interviewed saw gacaca as a disincentive to come back.  
 
This paper begins with a historical overview of Rwanda’s internal and external conflicts since 1990. 
It next looks at Rwanda’s highly successful demobilization and reintegration efforts, with particular 
attention given to former child soldiers. After that, the paper turns to transitional justice, examining 
the role of institutional reform, reparations, international prosecutions, national prosecutions and 
gacaca courts in promoting accountability and reconciliation in the aftermath of genocide. Finally, it 
examines the impact of genocide justice on DDR in the absence of formal linkages.  
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Historical Background 
 

In Rwanda, the majority Hutu and minority Tutsi are complicated, socially constructed ethnic 
identities: both groups speak the same language, share the same culture, practice the same religion, 
live together and often intermarry.3 The Belgian colonialists treated Hutu and Tutsi as distinct races, 
viewed the Tutsi as racially superior and favored the Tutsi elite who had governed the precolonial 
kingdom. In 1959, three years before independence, the Belgians suddenly sided with the Hutu 
majority and condoned anti-Tutsi violence that drove approximately 400,000 Tutsi into exile. The 
postindependence Hutu regimes institutionalized anti-Tutsi discrimination and conducted periodic 
massacres against Tutsi in response to perceived threats to their hold on power.  

 

War and Genocide  

 
Civil War and Genocide: 1990–1994  

 
The Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), a rebel movement dominated by Tutsi exiles in Uganda, 
invaded Rwanda in October 1990, setting off a civil war that lasted almost four years. The RPF 
demanded political power sharing and the right of return for all Tutsi refugees (then numbering 
almost one million). At the same time, President Juvenal Habyarimana’s sclerotic authoritarian 
regime came under increasing pressure from the international community and domestic Hutu 
opponents to move from a one-party state to a multiparty democracy. In response to these political 
threats, Habyarimana and his allies militarized Rwandan society, massacred Tutsi civilians and 
stoked fear among the Hutu peasantry that returning Tutsi refugees would dispossess them of their 
land. They also demonized Tutsi civilians and the Hutu democratic opposition as ibitsyo 
(accomplices) of the RPF.  
  
In July 1992, the RPF and Rwandan government (which, by then, included Hutu democrats) signed 
a cease-fire and, a month later, signed the first of several peace agreements (collectively known as the 
Arusha Peace Accords). After a series of massacres of Tutsi civilians, the RPF violated the cease-fire 
in February 1993 by making a large-scale attack in northwest Rwanda that displaced hundreds of 
thousands of people. The Rwandan army [Forces Armees Rwandaises] (FAR) was only able to halt the 
RPF advance with French military support. Peace talks resumed and the final agreement was signed 
in August 1993, but only after international donors threatened Habyarimana that his continuing 
obstructionism would lead to a cutoff in foreign assistance.  
  
The Arusha Accords created a broad-based transitional government that left Habyarimana in place, 
but shared power with the RPF and the internal opposition. It also called for a UN peacekeeping 
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mission (which was known by its acronym, UNAMIR). Still smarting from the Somalia debacle, the 
UN Security Council approved only a small and underfunded force of some 2,500 peacekeepers, 
drastically limited their mandate and eliminated their responsibility for disarmament altogether. 
Under the Accords, the RPF was to be integrated into a new national army numbering 19,000 
soldiers and 6,000 national police. Command posts were to be shared equally down to the battalion 
level and the RPF was to provide 40 percent of the soldiers.4 That meant the FAR (30,000 soldiers) 
and the RPF (20,000 fighters) would each have to demobilize half their forces. Facing retrenchment, 
numerous Rwandan army officers and soldiers opposed the peace agreement. 
  
On April 6, 1994, unknown assailants shot down Habyarimana’s plane, killing all on board. Hutu 
extremists seized control of the state and launched an extermination campaign against the Tutsi. 
They incited genocide by deploying racist stereotypes of Tutsi as “Ethiopians” who wanted to 
reimpose a feudal monarchy and dispossess the Hutu majority. Using hate media, they also painted 
all Tutsi civilians as a “fifth column” of the RPF. By July 1994, at least half a million Tutsi, as well 
as thousands of Hutu, had been slaughtered in the world’s fastest genocide.5

 

The Congo Wars: 1996–1997, 1998–2003  
 
The genocide ended in July 1994 with the military victory of the RPF. The genocidal government, 
extremist Hutu militia (Interahamwe) and defeated army fled to Zaire, taking more than a million 
Hutu refugees with them. The genocidal forces then used the refugee camps in Zaire to launch 
attacks on Rwanda. The international community failed to purge armed combatants and genocidaires 
from the refugee camps or to move the camps away from the Rwandan border. 
 
Zaire’s longtime dictator, Mobutu Sese Seko, who had had close ties to Habyarimana, supported the 
Rwandan Hutu rebels. The Zairean government stripped Congolese Rwandophones of their 
citizenship in 1995 and the governor of South Kivu ordered their expulsion in October 1996. 
Congolese Tutsi called on Rwanda for help, and Rwanda invaded Zaire in October 1996 in coalition 
with Uganda, Angola and Laurent Desire Kabila’s rebel Alliance of Democratic Forces for the 
Liberation of Congo-Zaire [Alliance des Forces Démocratiques pour la Libération du Congo-Zaïre] 
(AFDL). Those forces toppled Mobutu in May 1997 and installed Kabila as president. During that 
war, the Rwandan army destroyed the refugee camps in eastern Zaire, killing tens of thousands of 
Rwandan Hutu and Congolese civilians and forcibly repatriating hundreds of thousands of Hutu 
refugees to Rwanda.6

 
Kabila turned against his Rwandan sponsors in 1998. He ordered all foreign soldiers out of the 
country and began threatening the Congolese Tutsi community. In response, Rwanda sponsored an 
anti-Kabila rebellion in August 1998, which was led by the Congolese Rally for Democracy 
[Rassemblement Congolais pour la Démocratie] (RCD).  Once again, Rwanda invaded Congo (along 
with Uganda and Burundi), but this time Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe rallied to the Kinshasa 
government’s defense. Over the next five years, Africa’s largest war displaced millions and killed 
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more than three million civilians (with the majority falling victim to war-related disease and 
malnutrition).  
 
Rwanda and Uganda fell out in 1999 after their forces battled for control of Kisangani and eastern 
Congo’s vast natural resources (gold, diamonds, coltan, timber and oil). The RCD splintered into 
various factions, with Rwanda backing the RCD-Goma and Uganda supporting smaller groups. In 
turn, Kabila supported the Rwandan Hutu rebels and the Mai-Mai (Congolese fighters generally 
opposed to Rwanda). Rwanda, Uganda and Kinshasa also armed and financed local, ethnic militias, 
which they used as proxy forces to seize territory and extract natural resources.  
 
Zambia’s mediation efforts led to the signing of the Lusaka Peace Accords in July and August 1999. 
The Accords provided for an inter-Congolese political dialogue, the withdrawal of foreign armies, a 
Joint Military Commission, and a UN peacekeeping force (known by its French acronym, 
MONUC). All parties agreed to disarm the Rwandan, Ugandan and Angolan rebel groups in Congo 
and turn over suspected genocidaires to the UN International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. The 
Security Council, however, did not give MONUC authority to forcibly disarm the rebel forces. The 
Lusaka Accords were mostly honored in the breach and Congo remained divided into separate 
spheres of influence among Kabila, the three main rebel groups and their foreign backers.  
 
After Kabila’s assassination in January 2001, his son, Joseph Kabila, assumed the presidency and 
displayed more commitment to the Lusaka agreement. The protracted inter-Congolese dialogue, 
hosted by South Africa, led to the Sun City Accord in April 2002, which was signed by all the major 
parties except the RCD-Goma and the Mai-Mai. Under the July 2002 Pretoria Agreement, Rwanda 
promised to withdraw all its soldiers from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and the 
Kinshasa government pledged to disarm and repatriate an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 Rwandan 
Hutu rebels. Most Rwandan troops pulled out of eastern Congo by October 2002. All the major 
parties, including the RCD-Goma, signed an agreement that installed a transitional government in 
July 2003. The transition period ended in November 2006 with the national election of Joseph 
Kabila as president.  
 
The withdrawal of foreign troops and the new political dispensation did not end the bloodshed in 
eastern Congo. Fighting has continued among ethnic militias and government forces, particularly in 
the Kivus, Ituri and Northern Katanga. MONUC has repeatedly failed to protect civilians, disarm 
rebels and enforce the UN embargo on illicit arms trafficking. In 2002, the UN Security Council 
created an independent panel of experts, which documented Rwandan and Ugandan involvement in 
resource exploitation and arms trafficking in eastern Congo. The UN also reported Rwandan troops 
in the DRC in 2004 and Rwandan involvement in the brief capture of Bukavu, a city in eastern 
Democratic Republic of Congo, by Congolese Tutsi rebels in 2005. 
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Insurgency in Northwest Rwanda: 1997–1999, 2001 
 
The forcible repatriation of Hutu refugees from Zaire to Rwanda in 1996 and Mobutu’s overthrow 
in 1997 had unanticipated consequences: it brought the civil war back on to Rwandan soil. From 
1997 through 1999, the Rwandan government battled a Hutu insurgency in northwest Rwanda, 
which had been President Habyarimana’s home region and the breeding ground of Hutu extremism. 
The infiltrators (abacagenzi) moved freely back and forth across Rwanda’s porous border, with 
Congo attacking mostly civilian targets. Though much of the leadership was heavily implicated in 
the 1994 genocide, the rank and file was a mix of ex-FAR, ex-Interahamwe and new recruits from 
refugee camps and from northwest Rwanda. The new government’s counterinsurgency campaign 
killed thousands of Hutu civilians and displaced hundreds of thousands more. The Rwandan army 
largely defeated the insurgency by 1999, pushing the Hutu rebels back into Congo. 
  
Hutu rebels made their last serious attack on Rwandan territory in May 2001, when an estimated 
2,000 to 4,000 forces invaded the country.7  Those rebels belonged to the Army for the Liberation 
of Rwanda (ALIR I), based in north Kivu, which received support from the Kinshasa government.8 
By July, the Rwandan army had decisively defeated the insurgents and captured approximately 1,800 
combatants, including some 280 child soldiers.9 Rwanda acknowledged that most of those captured 
had no links to the genocide.10

 

FDLR Rebels in Congo 
 
Currently, an estimated 8,000 to 16,000 Rwandan Hutu rebels are operating in eastern Congo, 
despite the 2002 Pretoria Agreement’s call for their disarmament and repatriation to Rwanda.11 
Most are fighting under the banner of the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda [Forces 
Démocratiques de Libération du Rwanda] (FDLR), which was formed in 2000 from the two wings of 
ALIR. Some of the FDLR’s top leadership is implicated in the genocide, but the majority of its 
combatants are too young to have participated. Although too weak to threaten Rwanda, the FDLR is 
a destabilizing force that provides Rwanda with a rationale for reentering Congo in the future.12  
 

Rwanda’s DDR Efforts 
 
Rwanda has successfully demobilized and reintegrated approximately 54,000 combatants since 
1995.13 The Rwandan Demobilization and Reintegration Commission (RDRC) implemented DDR 
in two major phases, one covering the period 1997 to 2001, and the other 2002 to 2007. DDR has 
involved five, sometimes overlapping, military forces: (1) the FAR, defeated in July 1994;14 (2) the 
RPF, the mostly Tutsi rebel force that defeated the genocidal regime in July 1994; (3) the Rwanda 
Patriotic Army, later renamed the Rwandan Defense Forces (RPA/RDF), the post-genocide 
Rwandan military; (4) the abacagenzi involved in the 1997–1999 and 2001 insurgencies in 
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northwest Rwanda (ALIR I); and (5) the “armed groups” (AGs), the term used for all the Rwandan 
Hutu rebels in the DRC (who have fought under various political and military labels).15  
  
Demobilization appears to have reduced the size of the Rwandan army and the military budget, but 
this is difficult to verify. Diplomats in Kigali estimate the Rwandan military now has 25,000 to 
27,000 soldiers16—compared to an estimated 40,000 soldiers in 1995.17 Approximately 40,000 ex-
FAR returned to Rwanda in late 1996 after the RPA attacked the refugee camps in Zaire.18 The 
RPA reintegrated some 15,000 ex-FAR between 1995 and 2001.19 However, the government has 
not adhered to the formula laid out in the Arusha Accords: a 50-50 split between ex-FAR and RPF 
in the officer corps and a 60-40 split in other ranks. As RDRC Commissioner John Zigira explained: 
 

They [the government] haven’t stuck to those ratios—they’ve lost their basis. The current 
government doesn’t like to get dragged into ethnicity and regionalism. . . . Even when 
someone was integrated as ex-FAR they don’t continue to trace that because it creates a 
psychological identity.20 That’s not good for institutional development. They try to have one 
identity as RDF. . . . If you are fighting an insurgency, you can’t polarize otherwise you’d 
have an ethnic war.21  

 
Similarly, the army spokesman stated: “Already, the Arusha Accords had been violated. What did 
not die was the principles of the Arusha Accords . . . a force that actually reflected Rwanda and 
Rwandans, a force that wasn’t sectarian, that didn’t belong to one ethnic group.”22  

 

Stage I DDR: 1997–2001 
 

During Stage I, which lasted from September 1997 to March 2001, Rwanda disarmed, demobilized 
and reintegrated 18,692 RPA soldiers23—which nearly balanced the 15,000 ex-FAR reintegrated 
into RPA ranks during the same period.24 The military used several criteria in selecting the RPA 
soldiers to be demobilized: age, health, disabilities, family obligations, desire for further education 
and indiscipline.25 The majority of those demobilized (68 percent) were privates, and adult females 
accounted for only 1 percent of the demobilized population.26  
 
RPA soldiers selected for demobilization left their weapons at their barracks before being transported 
to the demobilization center, where they normally spent two weeks.27 Before being discharged, 
soldiers generally received medical counseling, limited training and sensitization, demobilization 
cards and the first installments of their transitional safety net allowance (which totaled US$900).28

   
Originally budgeted at US$40 million, Stage I DDR received only US$18.3 million in financing, 
approximately half of which came from the Rwandan government.29 Donor reluctance to fund 
demobilization was attributable to Rwanda’s involvement in the Congo wars during this period.30 
The lack of funding meant the program provided little in the way of reintegration support to RPA 
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ex-combatants—and none whatsoever to the estimated 15,000 ex-FAR.31 The Commission created 
a vocational training school in late 1998, which trained almost 900 demobilized individuals.32 The 
RDRC suspended its micro-credit scheme in 2000 after it proved a failure.33 Kees Kingma found 
that assistance to 1,816 disabled veterans was “quite limited and ad hoc.”34 Despite these difficulties, 
the demobilized soldiers appear to have been reintegrated into Rwandan society. Specifically, there 
was no evidence of higher crime rates among the demobilized.35 Kingma also concluded that 
reintegration in Stage I was not gender-sensitive. He found “no special support” for those soldiers 
and no “concern with the gender issues within the communities in which the ex-combatants 
resettled.”36

 

Stage II DDR: 2002–2008 
 
In 2001, the international community created a regional program, the Multi-Country 
Demobilization and Reintegration Program (MDRP), to promote DDR in seven countries affected 
by the second Congo War: Angola, Burundi, Central African Republic, DRC, Republic of Congo 
(Brazzaville), Rwanda and Uganda.37 The US$500 million program was cofinanced by the World 
Bank and a Multilateral Donor Trust Fund. The program’s ambitious goal was to demobilize and 
reintegrate 350,000 combatants from national armies and irregular forces over a five-year period 
(2002–2006). The MDRP envisioned national ownership: each state would manage the DDR 
process with technical assistance and financing from the MDRP. Rwanda set up the Rwandan 
Demobilization and Reintegration Program (RDRP) in late 2001 and placed the RDRC in charge of 
the program. Rwanda’s budget for this stage of DDR was US$57.3 million.38 While the program 
was initially scheduled to end in 2005, it was extended to the end of 2008 because of the slower than 
expected return of armed groups from the DRC. 
 

Disarmament and Demobilization 

 
The RDRC has met its target goals for demobilizing RDF and ex-FAR soldiers, but has achieved 
only a third of its goal for combatants from the armed groups in Congo. From December 2001 
through May 31, 2007, RDRC demobilized 20,039 RDF soldiers, 12,310 ex-FAR, 5,873 ex-AG 
combatants, and 624 ex-AG child soldiers. These totals include 57 women and 2 girls.39  
 
The demobilization of RDF soldiers began in April 2002 and finished in 2006. The formal criteria 
for demobilizing RDF soldiers included illness, disability and age.40 The RDF spokesman also 
mentioned additional criteria: social problems (such as soldiers who want to look after orphaned 
family members), indiscipline and “national unity and reconciliation—to have that force that reflects 
Rwanda.”41 Every RDF soldier received a demobilization allowance that was three times his last 
monthly pay.42  
 
Ex-combatants from armed groups were usually disarmed in the DRC by MONUC before being 
transported to the Mutobo demobilization camp in northern Rwanda. To be eligible for 
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demobilization, these ex-combatants had to prove that they returned to Rwanda after May 2001, 
could handle an assault rifle and belonged to a certain military command structure.43

 
All Stage II ex-combatants went through sensitization trainings in “solidarity camps” (ingando) as 
part of their demobilization.44 Those trainings covered Rwandan history, civic education, national 
unity and reconciliation, gacaca, micro-financing and public health (particularly HIV/AIDS).45 The 
length of sensitization varied: ex-RDF and ex-FAR combatants underwent two-week courses, while 
ex-AG combatants underwent two-month courses in a separate camp (Mutobo in northern 
Rwanda). Ex-FAR who passed through ingando during Stage I were given refresher courses during 
Stage II. While ingando has been criticized as political propaganda,46 the ex-FAR and ex-AG fighters 
I interviewed generally expressed satisfaction with the trainings.  
 
Reintegration 

 
All ex-combatants receive reinsertion support (Basic Needs Kit) when they graduate from ingando. 
Reinsertion support consists of approximately US$100 and basic household supplies. As of May 
2007, 38,846 ex-combatants (including 260 women) had benefited from reinsertion support.47 All 
ex-combatants also receive reintegration support consisting of between US$150 and US$2,000 each 
according to their rank and affiliation. As of February 2007, 40,068 ex-combatants (including 346 
females) had received reintegration support.48 In addition, all former professional soldiers (ex-RPA, 
ex-FAR and ex-RDF) receive a Recognition of Services Allowance, which ranges from $300 for 
privates to $1,000 for colonels. This allowance is paid in two installments: a first installment of 
US$100 is paid one month after the former soldier settles in a community or registers with the 
RDRC, and the balance is paid two months after this.49 In addition, the most vulnerable ex-
combatants are eligible for a one-time Vulnerability Support Window grant of approximately 
US$333.50 Recipients for this grant are publicly selected by local-level committees comprised of ex-
combatant representatives, administrative officials and the RDRC.51 The RDRC has also 
encouraged ex-combatants to form associations and micro-credit projects to improve their economic 
opportunities.  
 
The first in-depth studies of reintegration were undertaken in 2005.52 Surveying 941 ex-combatants, 
one study found they had reintegrated well into their chosen communities and had not experienced 
any discrimination on account of their status as ex-combatants.53 Another study, based on focus 
group discussions, also showed that demobilized combatants were well integrated and some even 
held positions of local authority.54 At the same time, focus group data from that study indicate that 
ex-combatants are perceived as responsible for petty crime and violence.55 Ex-combatants faced 
economic difficulties, particularly with access to land and housing, but did not appear any worse off 
than the majority of the population. Nonetheless, 55 percent expressed disappointment with their 
post-demobilization situation.56 Interestingly, ex-FAR and ex-AG members appear to be better 
reintegrated into their communities than their ex-RPA and ex-RDF counterparts are.57 More 
recently, MDRP officials and several donor representatives interviewed former combatants in 
selected communities in mid-2006. According to the World Bank’s senior adviser, they found “the 
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only disruptive effect on reintegration is just poverty.” He also added that “socially there is almost no 
distinction between ex-RDF, ex–Armed Group, and ex-FAR.”58

 
Less than 1 percent of the demobilized ex-combatants (248 out of the 35,583) are women. The 
World Bank’s senior adviser on DDR explained, “A couple of years ago, FDLR decided that women 
were slowing them down . . . so they removed them from the group.”59 The RDRC set up a position 
charged with gender affairs in mid-2004. A large percentage of demobilized female soldiers have 
received Vulnerability Support Window grants.60 As of late 2006, little was known about the 
reintegration of adult female ex-combatants, though the RDRC was planning to study their 
situation. 
 

Demobilization of Child Soldiers 
 
Child soldiers from different groups have been demobilized and reintegrated in three distinct phases: 
(1) RPF child soldiers from 1994 through 1998; (2) child soldiers who accompanied the ALIR I 
incursion into Rwanda in 2001; and (3) child soldiers with the armed combatants in Congo.  
 

RPF Child Soldiers 

 
During the civil war and genocide, the RPF came to include 2,364 child soldiers, though only a 
third had actually been officially registered by the RPF and given military numbers.61 The child 
soldiers were commonly known as kadogo (the Swahili word for “little”).  According to the 
government’s military spokesman, Jill Rutaremara, the RPF did not deliberately recruit child 
soldiers: “They ran away to the RPF because they were also victims of war. They were kept in the 
rear until we took over Kigali [in July 1994]. That’s when we started demobilizing them.”62 He also 
stated the RPF had demobilized all its child soldiers. Kingma, however, observed, “The child soldiers 
did not pass through a demobilisation camp, and were in fact not formally demobilised.”63

 
Child soldiers released from the RPF were placed in a special school (the Kadogo School) created in 
June 1995. The school started with 2,922 children, which included just seven girls.64 After the 
school closed in 1998, the RDRC reported that 73 percent of its students had reunited with one or 
both parents.65 A 2001 study, however, found that “further reintegration of the Kadogos has not 
been monitored systematically.”66  
 

Child Soldiers from the ALIR Invasion  

 
In mid-2001, Rwanda captured approximately 280 child soldiers among the 1,800 ALIR I rebels 
who had invaded Rwanda.67 The government initially sent the child soldiers to ingando, where they 
received training and sensitization for two to four weeks on Rwandan history and the government’s 
reconciliation policy.68 In August 2001, the former child soldiers were transferred to the Gitagata 
rehabilitation center to receive further education before being reintegrated.69 Boys at the camp 
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harassed the lone girl combatant, and after intervention by UNICEF, she was allowed to rejoin her 
mother.70  
 

Child Soldiers from the Armed Groups in Congo 

 
Overall, only 10 percent of ex-combatants from armed groups in Congo are child soldiers.71 As an 
RDRC official stated, “We haven’t had very big groups of children—usually, it’s just three or four 
kids who come with adults.”72

  
Since 2001, only two of the 563 demobilized child soldiers were girls. This is partly attributable to 
their small numbers. The RDRC estimates that only 150 girls are associated with the armed groups 
in Congo.73 In addition, it may be more difficult for girls to escape the armed groups and flee 
Congo, especially if they have children.74 Girl soldiers are also more likely to “self-demobilize” by 
returning to Rwanda as civilian refugees through the United Nations Office of the High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).75 As the head of RDRC’s child protection unit explained, 
“According to Rwandan culture, girls are not very willing to come forward [for demobilization] 
because the general thinking is that they have been raped or [had sexual relations].”76

  
The RDRC had some start-up difficulties in demobilizing child soldiers. Almost two years into Stage 
II, the MDRP Joint Supervision Mission “call[ed] upon the RDRC to operationalize [the child 
combatant] component as soon as possible, to pay particular attention to the situation of girl child 
soldiers when considering appropriate assistance modalities, and to adhere to the principles of the 
Cape Town Agreement and its definition and screening of child soldiers.”77 In 2004, the RDRC 
finalized a project for child soldiers, created a unit for handling child soldiers and adopted the Cape 
Town principles. UNICEF concluded that “[a]ll these measures have improved substantially the 
process for child soldiers, not only for those new returnees, but also for those who were inserted [in 
2001–2002], who will now have access to reintegration benefits.”78  
 
In late 2005, RDRC opened a new demobilization center for child soldiers with expanded capacity 
on the shores of Lake Muhazi. As of April 2007, the Muhazi camp had thirty-eight former child 
soldiers: thirty-four were undergoing rehabilitation, while another four who had finished the 
rehabilitation program were waiting for officials to trace their families’ locations.  The former child 
soldiers ranged in age from eight to twenty-one years, with most being sixteen or seventeen. The 
majority had fought with the FDLR.79  
  
Child soldiers are supposed to spend three months in a rehabilitation center. In a July 2004 report, 
Save the Children criticized the RDRC for not sensitizing and preparing families and communities 
quickly enough; as a result, children stayed at the center “for well over three months.”80 In a mid-
2006 interview with this author, one former child soldier at a rehabilitation center volunteered: “I 
wish they would respect the time spent here in the demobilization camp for they tell us that we must 
stay here for only three months. But there are some who have already passed more than a year and 
me, I have already passed more than nine months here.”81 Asked about those delays, a Save the 
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Children representative explained that “[b]ecause the numbers are so small and to be as cost effective 
as possible, [the government] wait[s] to reintegrate a larger group all at the same time.”82  
  
At discharge, child ex-combatants receive a basic kit83 and twelve months of health care, but no cash 
payments. As of May 31, 2007, 624 former child combatants were reunified with their families, 
eighty-five received educational assistance, 147 received vocational training, 192 were assisted with 
income-generating activities and 515 received family-based support.84 In 2006, RDRC provided 
approximately US$60 and tool kits to 125 children who had graduated from a vocational training 
center for youth.  The families of child ex-combatants undergoing formal education were screened 
for vulnerability and some were given Vulnerability Support Window grants.85  
 
While reintegration generally appears successful,86 this was not the case with the two girls who were 
formally demobilized. They were quickly reunited with their families to avoid problems with boy ex-
combatants in the rehabilitation center. Both girls subsequently left their families, and Save the 
Children was unable to trace them in mid-2004. According to Save the Children, the girls, their 
families and their communities were insufficiently sensitized and prepared for their reintegration to 
succeed.87  
  
From 2001 to 2003, UNICEF and Save the Children ran the Baratashye (“Going Home”) Project, 
which provided post-reunification follow-up and support for demobilized child soldiers. An 
evaluation of that project found that reintegration was generally successful.88 According to that 
evaluation, approximately 11 percent of the children did not have land, and there were some 
incidents involving property disputes.89 Other difficulties involved the absence of financial 
reinsertion packets for children and their consequent inability to pay school fees and purchase school 
materials.90

 

The Persistence of Armed Groups in Congo91

 
While the Rwandan government has met its target goals for demobilizing and reintegrating ex-FAR 
and RPA/RDF, it has had much less success with the armed groups in Congo. To date, less than a 
third of those rebels have been disarmed, demobilized and repatriated, and most have returned as 
individuals, rather than as units.92 There are several reasons for the ongoing difficulty in disarming 
and repatriating the armed groups: (1) insufficient incentives from Rwanda; (2) the lack of a credible 
threat of forcible disarmament by MONUC, the international community and the Congolese 
government; and (3) the FDLR’s control over their combatants. In addition, an MDRP-
commissioned study of the FDLR in 2006 found that “they are very much engaged in economic 
activity in Eastern Congo and they control much more territory than I would have thought. . . . 
They even run their own tax system.”93  
  
RDRC Commissioner Zigira readily acknowledged “it’s been tough for us” to attract armed groups 
from the DRC: “These are people on the other side [so] our influence on them is limited.”94 The 
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Rwandan military has succeeded in persuading several high-ranking FDLR to desert. General Paul 
Rwarakabije, who commanded the insurgency in northwest Rwanda in 1997 and 1998, returned to 
Rwanda in November 2003, along with several officers and about 100 soldiers. Rwanda 
demonstrated a pragmatic flexibility by allowing Rwarakabije and his men to return to Rwanda with 
their weapons. The government has used the media, particularly the state-controlled Radio Rwanda, 
to assure FDLR combatants in Congo that they have nothing to fear by returning. Finally, the 
government has increased the incentives for FDLR combatants to return by providing reinsertion 
support (food for three months, nonfood items and $20 for transport fees) for their dependents 
(usually Congolese wives and children).95  
  
The Rwandan government blames MONUC for not doing more to disarm the FDLR and has 
argued for a forcible disarmament option.96 MONUC has been accused of having a hidden 
relationship with the FDLR leadership and the DRC to maintain the status quo instead of working 
towards progress. Foreign diplomats have charged MONUC with being ineffective, hiding behind 
its mandate and not doing anything credible.97 A MONUC official offered a different 
interpretation: “We have never had the mandate. . . . A mandate is not enough. We need the means 
to implement it and means are very expensive and no one is going to give money for that. The 
international community is not going to deal with Congolese problems.”98  
  
To be fair, MONUC’s strategy of voluntary disarmament and repatriation had some initial success. 
By late 2004, MONUC had managed to repatriate 3,528 Rwandan ex-combatants.99 That early 
success depended in part on Rwanda’s threat of forcible disarmament. Since Rwanda’s withdrawal 
from Congo in late 2002, the newly integrated Congolese army has only intermittently managed to 
disarm and repatriate the rebels.100 In late 2005, the UN Security Council called on the FDLR to 
disarm and repatriate without preconditions or delays and imposed targeted sanctions on some of 
the leadership.  
  
A MONUC official blamed the slow rate of return on high-ranking FDLR commanders who hold 
the rank and file “hostage.” He later elaborated, “the whole MONUC strategy is to cut and divide 
them into smaller groups—that’s a way for them to escape the very strong control by the 
leadership.”101 In my mid-2006 interviews, former FDLR combatants stressed the danger of 
deserting the FDLR. Some also stated that the FDLR leadership had warned them that Rwanda 
would kill or imprison returning FDLR combatants.102

 

Rwanda’s Transitional Justice Efforts 
 
Since the genocide, the Rwandan government has accomplished the extraordinary feat of providing 
security and rebuilding the country, but it continues to face enormous economic and political 
challenges. Despite its stated commitment to reconciliation, the government has become increasingly 
authoritarian. The dominant RPF has arrested and intimidated critics (including Tutsi genocide 
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survivors and Hutu rescuers), outlawed opposition parties and strengthened its hold on power. In 
the first post-genocide national elections in 2003, President Kagame won 95 percent of the popular 
vote and the RPF garnered 74 percent amid credible reports of intimidation and fraud.103 The 
government also attacked independent media and civil society organizations. In mid-2004, a 
parliamentary commission accused several civil society actors—including CARE International, the 
BBC and the Voice of America—of promoting “genocidal ideology.”104  
  
Rwanda poses an enormous challenge to transitional justice, given the scale and brutality of the 1994 
genocide, the high degree of popular participation and the geographical and economic constraints 
that force perpetrators, bystanders, survivors and rescuers to live side by side. Faced with large 
numbers of perpetrators, other postconflict states have opted for amnesties or selective criminal 
prosecutions. By contrast, the Rwandan government has mostly pursued accountability through 
criminal trials. When the numbers of genocide suspects overwhelmed the national courts, the 
government launched an ambitious and innovative system of 11,000 community courts (gacaca) that 
put much of the nation on trial. 
  
Transitional justice in Rwanda is almost exclusively focused on accountability for the 1994 genocide. 
The RPF-dominated government has provided no meaningful transitional justice measure for 
handling allegations of war crimes committed by its forces during the civil war, counterinsurgency 
and Congo wars. The government has been especially reluctant to prosecute RPF soldiers for what it 
terms “revenge killings” against Hutu civilians in 1994,105 and it has successfully blocked the UN 
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda from investigating such crimes.106 The government has 
argued that such prosecutions could create a dangerous moral equivalency between war crimes and 
genocide that would promote genocide denial. Nevertheless, the government has been unwilling to 
entertain other, nonprosecutorial mechanisms to handle those crimes, such as a truth commission or 
vetting.  

 

Institutional Reform and Vetting 
 
Institutional reform (particularly security sector reform) was not an urgent priority in post-genocide 
Rwanda because most of those associated with the government, the police and the army fled the 
country ahead of the RPF’s military advance. Those most implicated in the genocide continue to 
remain outside Rwanda. Some former officials and high-ranking ex-FAR were reintegrated, even 
over the objections of survivors’ associations. Since 2002, however, there have been increasing 
accusations of genocide participation and “genocidal ideology” leveled against reintegrated officials 
and ex-FAR, which have prompted their disappearance, flight and arrest.  
 
In early 2003, a parliamentary commission called for the dissolution of the main opposition party on 
the grounds of ethnic “divisionism” and genocidal ideology. Shortly afterward, the former vice-
president of the Supreme Court, Lieutenant Colonel Augustin Cyiza, disappeared, and the former 
minister of defense, Brigadier General Emmanuel Habyarimana, and former army parliamentarian, 
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Lieutenant Colonel Balthazar Ndengeyinka, fled into exile.107 All three were Hutu and ex-FAR 
(Cyiza had been demobilized). In spring 2005, several Hutu officials and ex-FAR, including the 
prime minister, minister of defense, the governor of Ruhengeri province and several 
parliamentarians, were called before gacaca courts and accused of genocide. The head of the gacaca 
administration subsequently claimed that 668 officials have been accused of involvement in the 
genocide.108 Several parliamentarians resigned and one went into exile. Most dramatically, a gacaca 
court ordered the arrest of General Laurent Munyakazi, an integrated ex-FAR, in late 2005 on 
accusations of genocide and witness intimidation.  

 

Reparations 
 
Thirteen years after the genocide, the Rwandan government still has not established the 
Compensation Fund for Victims of the Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity called for in the 
1996 Genocide Law and the subsequent gacaca laws.109 The fund was supposed to cover judicial 
awards to genocide survivors where (as in most cases) convicted genocidaires were too indigent to pay 
out the awards themselves. In August 2002, the cabinet discussed a draft reparations law that would 
have given US$23,000 to beneficiaries, who were defined broadly as all persons targeted due to their 
ethnicity or opposition to the genocide (as well as their relatives), regardless of whether they had 
suffered any actual injury.110 In explaining why the draft bill was shelved, the then second-highest-
ranking official in the Ministry of Justice told me:  
 

We thought it was not a very realistic draft. . . . At the level of disbursing [compensation], let 
the law clearly indicate there are cases which are in acute need to whom compensation would 
be applied . . . and let the law make clear what we mean by acute need. Compensation is a 
right, yes, but let it be a compensation fund—not compensation for each and every person in 
a court of law.111

 
As of July 2007, there had been no new reparations bill. Some top Rwandan officials have insisted 
that the country cannot afford a reparations fund. As Domitilla Mukantaganzwa, Executive 
Secretary for the National Service for Gacaca Jurisdictions, explained: “Compensation in a legal 
sense, we think it’s impossible for us. . . . We cannot commit ourselves on something we are not sure 
to achieve.”112

   
Despite the absence of a compensation fund, gacaca is providing limited reparations to genocide 
survivors. First, the most local-level gacaca courts are awarding restitution to genocide survivors for 
their loss of property (unless amicable settlements have already been reached). Those who cannot pay 
back stolen or destroyed goods are often required to work off their debt through unpaid labor for the 
survivors. Second, gacaca offers some measure of symbolic reparations: those who plead guilty must 
reveal the whereabouts of their victims’ remains if they want to benefit from reduced sentences. 
During the genocide, many victims were tossed into pit latrines and anti-erosion ditches or left 
scattered on the hillsides. What genocide survivors want most, apart from compensation, is to find 
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the remains of their loved ones and to rebury them with dignity. One of the leaders of the largest 
survivors’ organization credited gacaca with helping survivors to locate their dead.113  
 

Prosecutions114  
 

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) 

 
The ICTR has apprehended or marginalized most of the presumed political and military leadership 
of the genocide, thus removing a potentially destabilizing force from the Great Lakes region. The 
Tribunal, however, could not have achieved this without the United States’ Rewards for Justice 
Program, which offered US$5 million for information leading to the capture of top genocide 
suspects. This program, along with U.S. diplomatic pressure on Kinshasa, spurred the capture and 
transfer to the ICTR of the ex-FAR’s chief of staff, General Augustin Bizimungu, and the former 
Kigali mayor Colonel Tharcisse Renzaho, who were among the FDLR leadership.  
   
Since its creation, the Tribunal has been dogged by corruption, mismanagement and incompetence. 
The sluggish pace of genocide trials—just twenty-three completed trials (involving thirty-one 
accused) in ten and a half years—has been due to the absence of a clear prosecutorial strategy, poor 
case management and courtroom control by the judges and a largely incompetent administration.115 
In particular, the Tribunal squandered time and resources prosecuting low-level suspects rather than 
the high-ranking political and military leadership, most of whom were apprehended by 1999.116  
With the Tribunal unlikely to finish trying all its indictees by the 2010 completion date imposed by 
the Security Council, it is planning to transfer several cases to Rwanda for trial.117 This is 
particularly ironic given that the ICTR’s Statute lists one of the reasons for the Tribunal’s creation as 
the need to assist the overburdened Rwandan courts.118  
 
Although its mandate encompasses “national reconciliation,” the Tribunal has done little outreach to 
Rwanda, with the result that most Rwandans remain poorly informed about its work. In an 
attitudinal survey of Rwandans, 56 percent said they were “not well informed” about the ICTR, 
while another 31 percent claimed to be “not informed at all.”119 Rwandan survivors have been upset 
by the treatment of victims and witnesses during trials120 and disappointed by the fact that the 
ICTR Statute (unlike the Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court) makes no provision 
for compensation.121  
 
The Rwandan government has taken a fairly antagonistic position toward the ICTR. Although 
Rwanda originally pushed the Security Council to create the Tribunal, it was the only country to 
vote against the resolution because it objected to the Tribunal’s location (in Tanzania rather than 
Rwanda), limited temporal jurisdiction (covering only 1994), primacy over Rwandan national 
courts, exclusion of civil parties and refusal to apply the death penalty. Rwanda has roundly 
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criticized the ICTR’s poor performance. However, the main bone of contention between Rwanda 
and the ICTR concerns the ICTR’s jurisdiction over allegations of RPF war crimes.  
 
To date, Rwanda has succeeded in preventing the ICTR from investigating and indicting RPF 
soldiers for such crimes by threatening to end all cooperation with the Tribunal. After the ICTR 
Prosecutor precipitously announced in 2002 that she would bring war crimes indictments against 
the RPF, the Rwandan government imposed travel restrictions on prosecutorial witnesses, which 
caused the suspension of three genocide trials for a lack of witnesses.122 The Prosecutor then 
suspended her RPF investigations and informed the Security Council that the Rwandan government 
was pressuring her to halt those investigations. Although the Security Council eventually issued a 
tepid statement reminding Rwanda of its legal obligation to comply with the Tribunal, the 
Prosecutor still has not issued any RPF indictments—even though the deadline for completing 
investigations expired in December 2004. The issue of RPF prosecutions briefly gained attention in 
November 2006, when a French investigating magistrate accused President Kagame and top-ranking 
RPF officers of shooting down Habyarimana’s plane.123

 

National Prosecutions 

 
The Rwandan government rejected an amnesty and a truth commission, vowing that retributive 
justice was required to end the culture of impunity that culminated in the 1994 genocide. Soldiers 
and officials arrested tens of thousands of genocide suspects, which eventually caused prisons to 
overflow with some 120,000 detainees by 2000.124 In hindsight, the mass arrests and extensive 
criminal prosecutions overwhelmed the devastated justice sector and hindered the rule of law. Most 
cruelly of all, the cost of incarcerating genocide suspects diverted resources away from reparations for 
survivors. 
 

National Courts 

 
To cope with the enormous number of suspects, Rwanda’s 1996 genocide law introduced a novel 
feature to Rwanda’s civil law system: plea bargaining. Only a small percentage of detainees, however, 
took advantage of the reduced penalties in that law to confess and plead guilty. Rwanda’s courts have 
tried approximately 10,000 genocide suspects between December 1996 and mid-2006. The quality 
of justice in the genocide trials has been relatively poor due to the lack of resources, inadequate 
defense representation and political interference. Nevertheless, the fairness of the trials has improved: 
by 2002, the acquittal rate had risen to 27 percent.125 After international criticism over the public 
executions of twenty-two convicted genocidaires in April 1998, Rwanda imposed a de facto 
moratorium on carrying out death sentences. Rwanda eventually abolished the death penalty in 
2007 in an effort to persuade other states and the ICTR to extradite or transfer genocide suspects to 
Rwanda for trial.126   
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Although thousands of Tutsi women suffered sexual violence during the genocide, those crimes are 
rarely prosecuted in national courts.127 This is hardly surprising, given the social stigma that attaches 
itself to victims of sexual violence in Rwandan culture. Nonetheless, some human rights 
organizations have criticized the Rwandan government for not doing more to investigate and 
prosecute those offenses and protect the victims.128  
 
Local Community Courts (Gacaca)129

 
To speed up genocide trials and reduce the prison population, the Rwandan government created an 
ambitious system of some 11,000 local community courts to try lower-level genocide suspects.130 It 
also further reduced the sentences for guilty pleas: most of those who confess to lesser crimes are 
eligible to serve half their sentences doing community service. Gacaca started as a pilot project in 
2002 and, after numerous delays, gacaca trials began throughout the country in July 2006. 
 
Initially, the new community courts were to be called tribunaux d’arbitrage (arbitration courts) but, 
in mid-1999, the government decided to name them Inkiko Gacaca (gacaca courts) after Rwanda’s 
customary dispute resolution mechanism.131 These community courts bear no resemblance to 
“traditional” gacaca. Genocide gacaca is a state institution intimately linked to the state apparatus of 
prosecutions and incarceration, and applies codified, rather than “customary,” law.  Second, gacaca 
courts are judging serious crimes, whereas traditional gacaca mostly involved minor civil matters.  
Third, gacaca judges are not community elders as in the past, but rather elected, comparatively 
young community members, with women comprising nearly one-third of the judgeship.  Finally, 
“[t]he main difference between the traditional and the new systems is probably the destruction of the 
social capital that underlies the traditional system.”132 Rather than a rejuvenation of local traditions, 
gacaca is state-imposed “informalism” designed to expand the state’s reach into local communities. 
 
Although Rwanda has ratified the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights and the 
African (Banjul) Charter for People’s Rights, gacaca clearly does not meet the minimum standards 
for fair trials guaranteed by those treaties: most notably, the right against self-incrimination, the right 
to defense counsel and the right to independent and impartial tribunals. However, gacaca also needs 
to be evaluated on its own terms. Gacaca was meant to accomplish several ambitious goals at once: 
to reveal the truth, punish genocidaires and reconcile communities. Given the inherent tensions 
between these different goals, it is hardly surprising that so far gacaca has not lived up to the 
enormously high expectations placed upon it.  
 
Gacaca was intended to be a form of community-based, participatory justice. That was always 
somewhat unrealistic given the drastic demographic changes and loss of social capital from the civil 
war, genocide, insurgency and counterinsurgency. Low levels of participation and truth-telling 
hampered gacaca in many jurisdictions during the pilot phase.133 There were several reasons for poor 
participation. First, 90 percent of Rwandans are subsistence farmers who must spend most of their 
days tending to their fields or working as itinerant laborers to survive. Second, Hutu have little 
incentive to participate for fear of being accused as either perpetrators or bystanders, in addition to 
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not having an opportunity to discuss their losses. Finally, Tutsi genocide survivors may be reluctant 
to incriminate their Hutu neighbors when there is no meaningful prospect for compensation. To 
increase participation in gacaca, the government turned to coercive strategies. It amended the gacaca 
law, making participation obligatory and imposing fines and imprisonment on those who did not 
tell the truth. Furthermore, it encouraged local authorities to fine people for nonattendance and 
tardiness.  
 
In the short run, gacaca does not appear to be fostering reconciliation. In some communities, Tutsi 
survivors sit apart from their Hutu neighbors during gacaca sessions.134 A few Tutsi survivors have 
been killed and several hundred have been intimidated in connection with gacaca.135 From February 
through April 2005, an estimated 19,000 Hutu fled Rwanda, largely in response to rumors that they 
would be accused in gacaca or killed in revenge after being named in gacaca; most subsequently 
returned.  Nonetheless, killings of genocide survivors and reprisal killings by survivors have occurred 
over the past several years.136  
 
Perhaps the most worrisome aspect of gacaca is that it has incriminated a large swath of the adult 
Hutu population. As of late 2006, pretrial gacaca proceedings had resulted in nearly half a million 
accused of violent crimes—including some 77,000 placed in the category of worst offenders, whose 
cases would have to be tried in national courts.137 While government officials acknowledge that it 
will be impossible to arrest most of those suspects, mass inculpations will promote a notion of 
collective Hutu guilt, which is unlikely to advance reconciliation.  
  
Gacaca was originally supposed to collect testimonies to bring charges against perpetrators of sexual 
violence, even though such crimes can only be tried in national courts. Not surprisingly, people have 
been very reluctant to discuss sexual violence in public before their local communities. In response, 
the government amended the gacaca law in 2004 to ensure greater privacy and dignity for victims. 
The new law bans public accusations and confessions of sexual violence. Rather, victims must now 
make their accusations in private to a judge or prosecutor of their choice. Prosecutors, not gacaca 
courts, will investigate the charges before transferring the files to the national courts for trial.138 
Nevertheless, accusations of sexual violence are still sometimes raised in gacaca proceedings. 
According to Domitilla Mukantaganzwa, this is acceptable as long as it is the victims themselves who 
choose to discuss their ordeal publicly.139  
 

DDR and Transitional Justice Linkages 
 

Having gone further than any other postconflict state in prosecuting lower-level perpetrators for 
mass atrocity, Rwanda could have been expected to subordinate, or at least link, DDR to genocide 
justice. Surprisingly, however, it has deliberately kept the two separate, refusing, for example, to 
screen ex-combatants for genocide. The officials and donors I interviewed uniformly opposed closer 
linkages between DDR and transitional justice.  RDRC Commissioner Zigira stated: 
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When you are doing DDR, you are linked to virtually everything you can imagine. . . . If 
you want to make DDR that makes all these things fairly and effectively, you would never 
have a DDR. . . . It’s best to . . . isolate DDR and leave others to do their work. . . . Here 
nobody interferes with DDR and we don’t interfere with anybody else. If someone accuses 
an ex-combatant, we don’t say “This is our person” and we don’t say “Please don’t 
prosecute.”140  

 
Gregory “Gromo” Alex, the longtime World Bank expert on DDR, favors separating the two issues, 
saying, “There are so many complications with either that you don’t simplify by putting them 
together.”141 Similarly, a diplomat stated that “if you want to design something that’s manageable, 
don’t be too holistic.”142  
  
Nevertheless, Rwanda’s prosecution of half a million (mostly lower-level) genocide suspects coexists 
uneasily with its DDR program, which privileges the reintegration of former combatants. With 
gacaca trials just starting nationwide in mid-2006, it is still too early to say how gacaca will impact 
Rwanda’s largely successful reintegration of former combatants associated with the genocidal forces: 
Will large numbers of those ex-combatants be accused, convicted and incarcerated as a result of 
gacaca? This part examines four areas where the imperatives of DDR and genocide justice might be 
expected to clash: (1) screening ex-combatants for involvement in the genocide; (2) compensation 
for demobilized soldiers but not for genocide survivors; (3) gacaca’s effect on the reintegration of ex-
FAR; and (4) gacaca’s impact on the return of armed groups from the DRC.  
  

Screening Ex-Combatants 
 

The separation of DDR from genocide justice is most apparent in the context of screening ex-
combatants. The initial World Bank/MDRP strategy recommended screening ex-combatants in 
Congo for war crimes: 
 

The screening of ex-combatants for war crimes would be an important activity and would be 
undertaken by national programs in coordination with relevant national and international 
authorities (for example, MONUC, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda). Ex-
combatants who are found to have committed war crimes would not be eligible for assistance 
in any national program or special project.143

 

However, neither MONUC nor the RDRC have attempted screening ex-combatants for both 
logistical and policy reasons. A MONUC official explained, “We cannot do such a detailed screening 
because we don’t have the necessary information, because we don’t know who is accused. We rely 
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mainly on what the combatant tells us.”144 He also asserted that Rwanda never furnished MONUC 
with a list of genocide suspects until it published a most-wanted list in May 2006. 
  
The RDRC also decided not to screen ex-combatants for genocide, crimes against humanity and war 
crimes. According to RDRC Commissioner Zigira:  
 

We don’t have the competence to do [screening]. We wouldn’t want to build that 
competence because our objectives are completely different. . . . You see how contradictory it 
would be. We want people to come and if at the same time we start asking questions, they 
would start to say if you come to the demobilization center they are going to arrest you.145  
 

Furthermore, the Commission does not share any information on demobilized combatants with the 
justice sector and has refused to give ICTR investigators access to its demobilization camps. As 
Commissioner Zigira put it, “For us, when they come, we assume everyone is innocent.” Somewhat 
surprisingly, the former secretary-general of the Ministry of Justice also told me he would not want 
to prosecute demobilized persons based on information shared by the RDRC.146

  
Commissioner Zigira was aware of only three cases where ex-combatants had been accused of 
genocide. In such cases, ex-combatants would not be asked to repay their reinsertion and 
reintegration support because “they probably couldn’t pay it back.”147 RDRC Chairman Sayinzoga 
said it would cost more to try to recoup the payments. He also argued that it would penalize the 
families of demobilized suspects and return them to poverty.148

 

Genocide Reparations and Demobilization Payments 
 

While the Rwandan government and its international donors have spent millions of dollars on 
incarcerating and trying genocide suspects, there is still no compensation fund for genocide 
survivors.149 Similarly, the executive secretary of the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission 
stated, “The will from the government is there, but the challenge is funding for that . . . because 
Rwanda is a poor country.”150

  
This explanation does not satisfy some prominent representatives of the survivors’ community, as the 
executive secretary of IBUKA, the most powerful survivors’ organization, bluntly stated, “There’s no 
money and there’s no will.”151 An official from the genocide widows’ association, AVEGA-
AGAHOZA, plaintively commented, “The government says it is poor. That doesn’t satisfy us. It is 
being killed two times.”152 The absence of a compensation fund underscores the political weakness 
of genocide survivors. It may even induce them to sell their silence or testimony.153

  
While survivors’ demands for reparations go largely unheeded, the Rwandan government and its 
donors have funded fairly generous demobilization packages for ex-FAR and former armed 
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combatants. The RDRC chairman acknowledged that this upsets some survivors, who feel “you 
recompense killers but you forget the victims.”154 Likewise, Commissioner Zigira stated, “You find 
it very difficult to convince survivors . . . to make these trade-offs.”155 A representative of the 
genocide widows’ association explained: “Us, intellectual survivors, we understand the need to give 
them money to reinstall or reintegrate them. But for the vulnerable survivors when FARG doesn’t 
function, well, for them there’s a sort of small jealousy: they created all the misfortune, they have 
killed our children, they have destroyed our country . . . [yet] the government likes them more than 
us.”156

  
Thus far, however, the demobilization payments do not appear to have created conflicts between 
former combatants and genocide survivors. Interviews for this paper with NGO representatives, 
reintegrated ex-FAR and survivors did not indicate any problems between ex-combatants and 
survivors in selected local communities.157 One ex-FAR stated, “There is no jealousy by the survivors 
towards us. And we have continued to assure the security of our sector.”158   
 

Gacaca and Reintegration of Ex-FAR: Upsetting Settled Expectations? 
 

DDR has proceeded faster than genocide justice because of the enormous backlog of so many 
genocide cases. This has led to a situation where demobilized ex-FAR remain at risk of being 
prosecuted twelve years after the genocide. There is an inherent tension, then, between the 
government’s policy of DDR, which stresses reintegration and social stability, and the government’s 
commitment to prosecute large numbers of genocide suspects. 
  
No one interviewed for this paper (including representatives of NGOs working in the justice sector) 
had heard of gacaca accusations against demobilized ex-FAR. As one MONUC official explained, 
“For most of them, gacaca is not a problem. This is understandable: if they returned voluntarily, 
they have not been involved in serious crimes.”159 General Rwarakabije, who returned from Congo 
in 2003, told me he had no worries of being accused in gacaca and that none of the 100 combatants 
who returned with him have been accused in gacaca.160 None of the interviewed ex-FAR expressed 
any worries about gacaca, stating that they had not participated in the genocide. When asked 
whether they might not be falsely accused in gacaca because of their ex-combatant status, the 
respondents restated their lack of concern. One said: “Yes, sometimes there are false accusations, but 
if there are any in [my] case, I can wait to express myself in gacaca.”161

  
In late 2005, a gacaca court ordered the arrest of General Laurent Munyakazi, a high-ranking ex-
FAR officer who was integrated into the RPA/RDF shortly after the genocide and subsequently 
promoted. A military tribunal convicted Munyakazi of genocide in November 2006, and sentenced 
him to life imprisonment. According to the RDRC chairman, Munyakazi’s case is an exception that 
will not affect the reintegration of other ex-FAR: “The fault is individual . . . [and] the case of 
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Munyakazi has been known for a long time.”162 He also pointed out that Defense Minister General 
Marcel Gatsinzi, who is ex-FAR, had not been arrested despite similar accusations, because there was 
“no proof.” Most ex-FAR interviewed echoed the RDRC chairman’s view. They did not think the 
Munyakazi case affected them: “One cannot say that he did not know the genocidal plan. I was a 
simple soldier.”163 Another ex-combatant stated: “I do not see any change because I do not think the 
government is going to put everyone in the same packet.”164  
 

An ex-FAR, who served under Munyakazi until he was wounded in mid-April 1994, expressed 
contradictory views about Munyakazi’s arrest over the course of a lengthy interview: 

 

I was not surprised because normally he was capable of saving people or stopping the killings 
where he was, but he did nothing. 
 

* * *  

I do not know how to explain [Munyakazi’s sudden arrest]. I also asked myself why they 
didn’t arrest him much earlier without waiting a lot of years. It’s incredible.165

 

When asked, he stated that Munyakazi’s arrest would not have an impact on other reintegrated ex-
FAR: 

 

First, the crimes have been done by higher-ranking people. For me, I see that it was right to 
call him in gacaca because he collaborated with local people [during the genocide]. 
 

* * *  

I also had a few worries when I heard about Munyakazi’s arrest, but I calmed myself. For, if I 
am called [to gacaca], I can explain everything I did where I worked. 

 

It is unclear whether Munyakazi’s case will herald future prosecutions of ex-FAR, including the 
majority who have been demobilized.  
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Gacaca and the Return of FDLR Combatants 
 

At first glance, gacaca would appear to be a major disincentive for FDLR combatants to disarm and 
return to Rwanda. However, most of those combatants were too young to have participated in the 
genocide.166 As the executive secretary for the National Service for Gacaca Jurisdictions pointed out, 
“Most of the soldiers in FDLR left the country when they were under 14, so even if they committed 
crimes, they aren’t prosecuted for it.”167 The World Bank’s senior adviser echoed this point. He also 
added that FDLR combatants are more concerned with questions like “Is my brother alive and did 
they really take his house?”168

  
According to the RDRC, no former child combatants have been accused in gacaca.169 Of the 
fourteen ex-combatants from armed groups that I interviewed at demobilization camps, all but one 
was under the age of eighteen at the time of the genocide.170 None expressed concern about gacaca, 
with most volunteering that they had not participated in the genocide. When asked if they worried 
about being falsely accused in gacaca, all said no. One ex-combatant said if there were false 
accusations, the government authorities would protect them.  
  
While gacaca may not worry many of the rank and file, some FDLR commanders certainly have 
reason to fear.  For Commissioner Zigira, however, gacaca is not a major factor for the FDLR 
commanders: “The main two factors on repatriation are the ineffectiveness of the UN system . . . 
and the command structure of the armed groups.”171 He stated that gacaca would only affect the 
decision-making of those FDLR commanders who had participated in the genocide. Similarly, the 
RDRC chairman stated, “Gacaca won’t have an impact on those who return [from Congo]. . .  If 
they know they are guilty of [genocide], they will stay in the forest and prevent others from 
returning.”172

  
Munyakazi’s prosecution, however, may discourage some ex-FAR from returning from Congo. One 
MONUC official commented, “Combatants are watching what goes on. General Munyakazi was 
promoted to general . . . and he served with the government for twelve years after the genocide and 
suddenly twelve years later they discover he’s been involved in the genocide. . . . The example is not 
very encouraging.”173 RDRC Commissioner Rwarakabije, who was ex-FAR and returned from 
Congo in late 2003, stated that Munyakazi’s arrest has “increased fear of people in the Congo. . . . 
When I telephoned people who are in the Congo [now] before coming to Rwanda they consider the 
case of Munyakazi. . . . But it is an individual case and that we also explain.”174  
 

Conclusion 
 
In Rwanda, DDR has proceeded more quickly and more successfully than criminal prosecutions of 
genocide suspects. Had the government linked DDR to genocide justice (for example, through 
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screening programs), it might well have hampered DDR. It remains to be seen, however, whether 
the gacaca community courts will disrupt the reintegration of Hutu ex-combatants or dissuade Hutu 
combatants in Congo from disarming, repatriating and demobilizing. The preliminary research 
presented in this paper suggests not. There is no clear explanation for this unexpected finding. 
Perhaps gacaca courts, Tutsi survivors and government officials are differentiating between wartime 
killing and genocidal killing. As a then high-ranking justice official told me: “If you actually kill 
people in the process of fighting, there’s an amnesty. Genocide is a completely different crime.” 
Alternatively, it may be that DDR and criminal accountability are not as much in tension as first 
appears. Either way, post-genocide Rwanda provides a remarkable instance where DDR appears to 
have succeeded despite an ongoing and open-ended threat of criminal prosecution. 
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